Carbon Dots/Prussian Blue Satellite/Core Nanocomposites for Optical Imaging and Photothermal Therapy
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ABSTRACT: Integration of optical imaging modality with photothermal therapy (PTT) for simultaneously providing oncotherapy and bioimaging enables an optimized therapeutic efficacy and higher treatment accuracy and therefore has emerged as a prospective cancer treatment. However, it remains challenging to develop biocompatible PTT nanoagents capable of imaging, monitoring, and diagnosis. Carbon dots (CDs) possess unique photoluminescent (PL) properties and intrinsic biocompatibility; while Prussian blue nanoparticles (PBNPs) are nontoxic with efficient photothermal conversion capacity for PTT. Herein, a simple, cost-effective, and environmentally benign method was developed to strategically fabricate CD-decorated PBNP (CDs/PBNP) nanocomposites with satellite/core structure. The CDs/PBNPs possess distinct green PL emission and near-infrared photoabsorption with high efficiency and photothermal stability. In vitro and in vivo toxicity tests prove the biocompatibility of the CDs/PBNPs. Moreover, the applicability of CDs/PBNPs as nanotheranostic agents was tested, which suggests that CDs/PBNPs possess promising imaging and effective tumor ablation properties.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Despite significant progress in the understanding, diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of cancer, cancer incidence and mortality continues to increase, which demands more efficient and safer therapies in line with surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation therapy for cancer treatments. During the past few years, photothermal therapy (PTT) has emerged as a prospective adjuvant treatment for cancer.1 Principally, the implementation of PTT requires a near-infrared (NIR) absorbing agent to induce on-site hyperthermia for irreversible cellular damage or even death of tumor cells. To meet this end, a variety of nanoparticles with photothermal conversion ability have been developed for photothermal ablation of cancer with encouraging outcomes.2−15 However, the biosafety of the photothermal converting nanoagents remains one major concern for their future clinical use. Recently, Prussian blue nanoparticles (PBNPs) have been employed as a PTT nanoagent due to their excellent NIR absorption properties originating from a metal−metal ion charge transfer from Fe2+ to Fe3+.16−17 More importantly, as a nontoxic and FDA-approved antidote, Prussian blue has been used in clinical settings for scavenging harmful metal ions from the human body.18,19

The efficacy of PTT, however, may be limited by ineffective diagnosis and difficulty of overseeing the follow-up therapeutic effect. To overcome this limitation, imaging modality has been integrated into PTT.20 The added imaging modality enables accurate identification of a tumor’s size and location. Meanwhile, it confers a real-time monitor of the therapeutic effect in the region of interest to plan for better intervention, which is essential to improving the therapeutic efficacy. However, it remains challenging to develop biocompatible PTT agents capable of simultaneous imaging and diagnosis in a simple way.

Among various imaging modalities, optical imaging has attracted increasing attention due to its high sensitivity and real-time imaging acquisition. Moreover, optical imaging has been employed for monitoring either the progression of tumors or the response of therapy in a noninvasive fashion. Although organic fluorophors were initially used in optical imaging, the recently developed fluorescent nanoparticles exhibit several advantages over their predecessors,21 making them excellent alternatives for bioimaging and image-guided therapy. One excellent example of such advancements is carbon dots (CDs), which are luminescent nanomaterials with advantages that include unique photoluminescence (PL).
properties, excellent solubility, chemical inertness, and easy surface manipulation. Another extraordinary aspect of fluorescent CDs is the cost-effective and environmentally friendly preparation and intrinsic biocompatibility, which can hardly be realized with conventional semiconducting quantum dots. These distinct features make CDs excellent fluorescent imaging agents for image-guided therapy with enhanced therapeutic efficiency.

Herein, we report a simple, cost-effective, and environmentally benign method for fabricating CD/PBNP satellite/core nanocomposites that integrate the distinct PL properties of CDs and high photothermal conversion ability of PBNPs in one single platform. As illustrated in Scheme 1, the CDs were in situ formed on the PBNPs by microwave-assisted carbonation of citric acid, which was used as a capping agent to stabilize the PBNPs. Moreover, urea was introduced as the nitrogen dopant to render the CDs with green PL. The PL properties, photothermal conversion performance, and biocompatibility of CDs/PBNPs were examined. Moreover, the applicability of the CDs/PBNPs as optical nanoprobes for cancer cell imaging and as photothermal conversion nano-agents for PTT of tumors was shown.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Preparation of CDs/PBNPs. The PBNPs were first prepared according to the reported protocol. Then, a one-step microwave-assisted carbonation method was adopted to deposit CDs on PBNPs. Typically, 90 mg of CA, 270 mg of urea, and 10 mg of as-prepared PBNPs were added to 10 mL of DI water in a 50 mL beaker, followed by heating in a 750 W domestic microwave oven (Galanz, China) for 4.5 min. After cooling to room temperature, the yielded solid was suspended in 10 mL of DI water. Then, the suspension was centrifuged (12 000 r/min, 15 min) to obtain the CDs/PBNPs by disposing of the free CDs remaining in the supernatant.

2.2. Cytotoxicity Assay. The cytotoxicity of CDs/PBNPs toward glioma C6 cells was tested according to a standard MTT assay. Three independent experiments were performed to obtain the cell viability, which was expressed as mean ± standard deviation.

2.3. In Vivo Biosafety Analysis. All animal experiments were performed following the protocols evaluated and approved by the ethical committee of Capital Medical University. Healthy ICR mice (n = 3) were injected with 200 μL of CDs/PBNPs at a dosage of 20 mg kg⁻¹. At 15 days postinjection, the mice were anesthetized, and the eyeballs were removed, followed by collection of blood samples for blood chemistry and routine blood tests. Subsequently, the brain, heart, liver, spleen, lungs, and kidneys of the mice were harvested and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde. The tissue samples were then embedded, sliced, stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), and examined under a microscope (Leica DM6000B) at 10× magnification. The mice injected with PBS were treated as the control.

2.4. Cell Imaging. The glioma C6 cells on the coverslip were incubated with PBS-free DMEM containing CDs/PBNPs (0.5 mg mL⁻¹) for 12 h. Then, the cells were imaged on a SP5 confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM, Leica) upon excitation at 405 nm.

2.5. Ex Vivo Fluorescence Imaging. Two hours after injection of CDs/PBNPs (20 mg per kg body weight), the mice were sacrificed, and the major organs (heart, liver, spleen, lungs, kidneys, and brain) were immediately excised and imaged on the Kodak in vivo FX Pro fluorescence imaging system (Kodak, United States).

2.6. Measurement of Photothermal Effect. An 808 nm NIR laser (Beijing Viaho Technology Co., China) was used for the photothermal effect measurements. An aqueous suspension of CDs/PBNPs (1 mL) was placed in a vial at a series of concentrations (0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.5 mg mL⁻¹) and was exposed to the NIR laser (808 nm, 0.8 W cm⁻²) for 10 min. During the irradiation, the temperature of the CDs/PBNPs dispersion was measured by an infrared thermal camera (Fotrict 225). The photothermal conversion efficiency (η) was calculated according to the method reported in the literature.

To evaluate the photothermal stability, an aqueous dispersion of CDs/PBNPs (0.4 mg mL⁻¹) was irradiated by an 808 nm laser (0.8 W cm⁻²) for 5 consecutive laser-on/off cycles. In addition, the UV–vis absorbance and PL emission spectra of CDs/PBNPs before and after five laser-on/laser-off cycles were recorded.

2.7. In Vitro Photothermal Toxicity. To evaluate the photothermal toxicity at the cellular level, C6 cells were incubated with media containing PBS (control) and CDs/PBNPs (0.5 mg mL⁻¹) for 2 h. After an 808 nm NIR irradiation (0.8 W cm⁻²) for 10 min, the cells were rinsed with PBS, and the live/dead status of cells was examined under an optical microscope.

2.8. In Vivo Photothermal Treatment. C6 cells (2 × 10⁶ cells mL⁻¹ in PBS) were subcutaneously injected to the right flanks of nude mice to establish the tumors. Seven days after tumor inoculation, mice were administered intravenously with CDs/PBNPs (200 μL, 2 mg mL⁻¹ per mouse per injection). At 12 h postinjection, tumors were irradiated with NIR (808 nm, 0.8 W cm⁻²) for 10 min. Mice treated with saline with/without laser exposure or injected with CDs/PBNPs without laser exposure were applied as the control groups. To monitor the change of the tumor, the tumor size was measured at predetermined times. The relative tumor volume was then calculated following the method reported elsewhere.
The formed CDs/PBNPs were further characterized by the X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, and UV–vis spectroscopy. The powder XRD pattern of CDs/PBNPs (Figure 2A) exhibits characteristic PBNP diffraction peaks at 17.4, 24.5, 35.2, and 39.5°, corresponding to the 200, 220, 400, and 420 planes indexed to cubic face-centered Prussian blue lattices (JCPDS card no. 52-1907) using the space group $Fm\bar{3}m$. Meanwhile, the bump of the baseline together with a peak at 2θ of 26.3° due to the intrinsic graphitic structure indicates the simultaneous presence of CDs, which possess crystalline carbon core and amorphous carbonaceous surface.

The FTIR spectrum of CDs/PBNPs (Figure 2B) shows an intensive band at 2070 cm$^{-1}$ due to the stretching of Fe$^{2+}$–CN–Fe$^{3+}$ in PBNPs and couples of bands originating from various surface functional groups of CDs such as the broad band at 3300 cm$^{-1}$ due to stretching of −OH and the bands at 1712 and 1364 cm$^{-1}$ assigned to the asymmetric and symmetric stretching of C=O, respectively.

The UV–vis spectrum of CDs/PBNPs presents the broad near-infrared absorption (750–950 nm) due to the charge carrier hopping of Fe$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ in the PBNPs (Figure 2C). Note that the NIR absorption of CDs/PBNPs experiences a slight red-shift compared to that of pristine PBNPs. In addition, an absorption around 420 nm originating from the $n$–$\pi^*$ transition of C=O groups was evidenced. Moreover, the absorbance of these peaks increases with the increasing of CDs/PBNPs concentration (Figure 2D). Overall, the TEM, XRD, FTIR, and UV–vis characterization confirms the successful preparation of CD/PBNP nanocomposites.

3.2. PL Properties. The synthesized CDs/PBNPs could be readily dispersed in water and appeared with the characteristic blue color of PBNPs (inset, Figure 3A). Nevertheless, the incorporated CDs render the nanocomposites with PL properties. Upon excitation at 400 nm, the aqueous dispersion of the CDs/PBNPs emitted strong visible green PL (inset, Figure 3A). Accordingly, the PL emission spectrum of the CDs/PBNPs shows the maximum emission wavelength around 540 nm (Figure 3A). Moreover, the corresponding PL excitation spectrum presents one peak with a position close to that of the absorption band.

Additionally, the PL emission spectra of CDs/PBNPs under excitations from 340 to 460 nm in 20 nm increments were acquired and are illustrated in Figure 3B. Note that the CDs/
PBNPs exhibit an excitation wavelength-dependent PL emission from blue to green, indicating a variety of PL centers. Moreover, it is found that the PL intensity of CDs/PBNPs increases with increasing of excitation wavelength and then decreases. Consequently, the maximum intensity of green PL emission is achieved upon excitation at 400 nm. The quantum yield (QY) of the CDs/PBNPs under excitation of 400 nm was measured to be about 6.5% using an integrating sphere.

3.3. In Vitro and In Vivo Toxicity. The cytotoxicity of the CDs/PBNPs was tested using the MTT assay. Upon incubation with CDs/PBNPs for 24 h, the viability of C6 cells was determined, and the results are plotted in Figure 4. It was revealed that over 80% of C6 cells survived at all testing concentrations, implying the low cytotoxicity of CDs/PBNPs. Furthermore, toxicology analysis of CDs/PBNPs was investigated via in vivo blood biochemistry test, blood routine analysis, and H&E staining examination. In the blood biochemistry test, three important hepatic and kidney function indicators, including aminotransferase (AST), aminotransferase (ALT), and creatinine (CRE), were examined. As displayed in Figure 5A, the levels of these markers for the treatment group are almost the same as those of the control groups, verifying the good hepatic and kidney safety profile of CDs/PBNPs. Moreover, standard blood parameters, including red blood cells (RBCs), white blood cells (WBCs), hemoglobin (HGB), platelets (PLT), mean corpuscular volume (MCV), mean corpuscular hemoglobin (MCH), mean platelet volume (MPV), red blood cell distribution width (RDW), lymphocyte count (LYMPH#), lymphocyte percentage (LYMPH%), monocyte percentage (MONO%), and neutrophile percentage (NEUT%) were measured. As expected, all of these parameters are in the normal range, and there is no significant difference from those mice in the control group (Figure 5B), suggesting good homocompatibility of CDs/PBNPs.

Furthermore, in vivo toxicity of CDs/PBNPs was examined using the H&E staining test. The major organs (brain, heart, liver, spleen, lungs, and kidneys) of ICR mice 7 days after injection of CDs/PBNPs (20 mg kg\(^{-1}\)) were harvested and stained with H&E. As presented in Figure 5C, no notable toxicity was observed in the tissues from the animals receiving CDs/PBNPs in comparison with the control group. The histological assessment thus validates that CDs/PBNPs are biocompatible in living mice, which is crucial for in vivo biomedical applications.

3.4. Optical Imaging. Inspired by the unique PL properties and biocompatibility, the feasibility of CDs/PBNPs as optical nanoprobes for bioimaging at the cellular level was first examined. The CLSM images of C6 cells upon incubation of the CDs/PBNPs are shown in Figure 6. A scan can be seen, under a 405 nm laser excitation, the C6 cells treated with CDs/PBNPs emit green fluorescence primarily from the cytoplasm, suggesting that CDs/PBNPs could be efficiently uptaken by the C6 cells and thereby possess great promise in serving as effective optical nanoprobes for bioimaging purposes.

Next, ex vivo optical imaging was performed to further testify the applicabilities of CDs/PBNPs as optical nanoprobes for bioimaging. Two hours after injection of the CDs/PBNPs, major organs were harvested for fluorescence imaging. As shown in Figure 7, relatively high fluorescence signals are found in the liver, kidneys, and lungs, whereas the spleen and heart show minimum fluorescence signals, which could be attributed to the first pass effect. The accumulation of CDs/PBNPs in kidneys suggests that CDs/PBNPs could be excreted by urine. Interestingly, a considerable amount of the CDs/PBNPs is retained in the brain, implying that the CDs/PBNPs could pass through the blood-brain barrier and therefore have potential in the detection and PTT of brain tumors.

3.5. Photothermal Conversion Performances. In addition to the PL properties, the photothermal conversion performances of the CDs/PBNPs were investigated. Upon an 808 nm NIR laser radiation (0.8 W cm\(^{-2}\), 10 min), an obvious temperature elevation was recorded (Figures 8A and B).
contrast, the increase in the temperature of pure water was negligible (about 1.9 °C). This thus verifies the efficient thermal conversion ability of CDs/PBNPs. Moreover, it is noted that the photothermal conversion ability of CDs/PBNPs depends on their concentration as well as the duration of the irradiation. Nevertheless, the temperature of the CDs/PBNPs after 10 min of NIR irradiation is higher than the critical temperature (42 °C) required to kill cancer cells through

Figure 5. In vivo toxicology assessment of CDs/PBNPs. (A) Blood biochemistry test, (B) routine blood analysis, and (C) H&E-stained tissues (heart, liver, spleen, lungs, kidneys, and brain) from mice treated with saline (control) and CDs/PBNPs, respectively. Scale bars: 200 μm.
photonothermal conversion, even at 0.05 mg mL$^{-1}$, implying a high photothermal conversion efficiency of CDs/PBNPs. Accordingly, the photothermal conversion efficiency of CDs/PBNPs was calculated to be about 30%. Note that this value is comparable to that of native PBNPs reported in literature,$^{15}$ suggesting that the CDs have minor effect on the photothermal conversion of PBNPs.

Besides, photothermal stability is another key consideration for a photothermal conversion agent. To probe the photothermal stability of the CDs/PBNPs, cyclic photothermal conversion was conducted. As shown in Figure 8C, over 5 consecutive laser-on/laser-off cycles, the photothermal conversion performance of the CDs/PBNPs (0.4 mg mL$^{-1}$) remained consistently robust, clearly validating the photothermal stability of the CDs/PBNPs. Moreover, no significant change in the UV−vis absorption and PL emission spectra of CDs/PBNPs was observed after irradiation after five laser-on/laser-off cycles (Figure S2). Overall, the high photothermal conversion efficiency and the outstanding photothermal

Figure 6. CLSM images of C6 cells incubation with CDs/PBNPs (A) under bright field and (B) under a 405 nm laser excitation. (C) Overlay of A and B. Scale bars: 25 μm.

Figure 7. Representative intensity scaled fluorescence images of major organs from mouse injected with the CDs/PBNPs.

Figure 8. (A) Photothermal conversion of CDs/PBNPs at different concentration. (B) corresponding IR thermographic images acquired at 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 min (from left to right). (C) photothermal stability of CDs/PBNPs for five consecutive cycles.
stability thereby confirm the effectiveness of CDs/PBNPs as photothermal conversion agents.

3.6. In Vitro Photothermal Toxicity toward Tumor Cells. Next, the feasibility of the CDs/PBNPs for photothermal killing of tumor cells was first explored. The brain glioma C6 cells were employed in this study as a model to evaluate the in vitro photothermal toxicity of the CDs/PBNPs. As shown in Figure 9, an NIR laser exposure (808 nm, 0.8 W cm⁻², 10 min) exerted only negligible photothermal damage to the control C6 cells (Figures 9A and B). In contrast, NIR irradiation of C6 cell incubation with the CDs/PBNPs led to notable photothermal ablation of C6 cells (Figures 9C and D) due to the high photothermal conversion capacity of the CDs/PBNPs, which produces enough heat to cause the irreversible damage of tumor cells, either through loosening the cell membranes or denaturing the proteins. 39

3.7. In Vivo Tumor Photothermal Treatment. Furthermore, the PTT efficacy of CDs/PBNPs was examined on tumor-bearing mice. Figure 10A provides the real-time IR thermal photos of saline and CDs/PBNPs (20 mg kg⁻¹) treated tumor-bearing mice exposed to 808 nm laser (0.8 W cm⁻²) for 10 min. Due to strong absorption at 808 nm and efficient photothermal conversion ability, the tumor temperature of mice injected with the CDs/PBNPs rapidly elevated to around 55 °C under laser irradiation, which was high enough to effectively ablate tumors. Consequently, 2 days after laser irradiation, a remarkable regression of the tumor was observed (Figure 10A). In contrast, no notable therapeutic effect was observed in the control groups (Figure 10B). The therapeutic efficacy was further supported the tumor growth measured every 2 days after treatment (Figure S3). The tumor growth on CDs/PBNPs + NIR mice were efficiently suppressed, whereas, neither NIR irradiation nor CDs/PBNPs alone would affect the tumor growth. Nevertheless, the body weight of the mice treated with CDs/PBNPs and laser exposure remained stable, suggesting no systemic side effects during PTT. Taken together, it can be concluded that the CDs/PBNPs could act as powerful and efficient photothermal conversion nanoagents for tumor PTT.

4. CONCLUSION

In summary, the CD/PBNP satellite/core nanocomposites combining unique PL properties of CDs and photothermal conversion ability of PBNPs were successful prepared by a simple microwave-assisted synthesis method. The CDs/PBNPs emit excitation wavelength-dependent PL and could efficiently illuminate C6 tumor cells. Meanwhile, the CDs/PBNPs possess high photothermal conversion efficiency (~30%) and are extremely photothermal stable. In addition, the CDs/PBNPs exhibit effective photothermal cytotoxicity toward C6 cells and photothermal therapeutic effect for tumor-bearing mice. Therefore, the CDs/PBNPs combining the optical imaging modality and the PTT capacity hold great potential in imaging guidance and PTT treatment of tumor with improved efficacy.
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